
 

In 2007, the Mobile Suit Gundam SEED Destiny series made its debut in Japan. It was praised for its incredible soundtrack and thought-provoking plot, a welcome change from a majority of other Japanese anime series that focus on action. After a 13-year hiatus, in 2017 it would return once again to the surface with a short videos released on Niconico Douga. The final release of this video concluded
at 63 million views and has garnered much attention from avid fans of the series. The movie begins with Shinn Asuka at his son's side as he lays dying from injuries sustained during battle with ZAFT forces outside their mobile suit sanctuary base Tharsis Fortress Shinn created to protect Earth from invading forces. The movie ends with the fight between the Gundam SEED Destiny and ZAFT's latest
mobile suit, the Mass Production Prototype ZGMF-X20A Strike Freedom, which is revealed to be based on Shinn's own mobile suit designs. The defeated Strike Freedom is subsequently blown up by the Destiny. During the fight between Shinn and Lacus' sister Kudelia, she informs him that he has gained 2,645 Gs of energy by releasing his beam sword. When Shinn wonders why they are being
pursued by Earth Alliance forces, Lacus reveals that it was done with the help of ZAFT who was pulling strings. At the end of the fight, Shinn tells Lacus that they are the only surviving members of their family that live on Tharsis. Shinn then declares that he will be leaving with his daughter Kira with Kira's reaction implying that she would like to stay with her father. It was revealed at the end of the
movie, in a humorous fashion with no explanation for its inclusion, that with Lacus' help, her son Joshua has become one of ZAFT's most valuable assets thus getting him out of any future trouble. Her end goal was to create a world without war. Notable changes from the anime series include:

The film has been criticized as having questionable content due to the use of a heroine dressed in a skimpy outfit and the destruction of major cities with laser blasts.

The movie has been well received by Gundam fans, with many praising Hiroki's portrayal of Shinn. Unlike his previous role as Setsuna F Seiei, where he acted serious and hesitant, he voiced Shinn confidently and sometimes cocky. His acting has been praised for being able to switch from calmness to anger in an instant. The movie was released on Blu-ray and DVD on February 23, 2018 in Japan.

There are plans for the movie to be screened at the following locations:

After its release, Mobile Suit Gundam SEED Destiny Final Plus was awarded Best Original Music Score in the 38th Annual Seiun Awards. It was also awarded for Best Movie/Special Production in the Tokyo International Anime Awards.

https://www.animenewsnetwork.com/news/2018-02-23/gundam-seed-destiny-final-plus-gets-blu-ray/.144211 http://www.dengeki.
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